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walking to her boarding school. She was not happy, and a part of.Get a free quote from a business you might be interested in. Why convert to JSON? MongoDB
can store a vast array of data, but as soon as you start trying to start working with this data in non-relational databases you will need to have a system which
either converts your data to and from normalised format to avoid this problem or convert your data to JSON because this is a very efficient format to store any
dataset. Translatable app for ios, android, mac, blackberry, windows Why does all this matter? JSON stands for Javascript Object Notation, and is a lightweight
way to store data in JavaScript (i.e., JavaScript and most languages run on a server and database). You can save information about users, products, tasks, and
so on into JSON and store it in your database. JSON is a lightweight format and allows you to post data to any server that supports PHP and JavaScript. Whilst
there are far more lightweight formats, JSON is a common and pretty popular one. In other words, you could use a PHP and JavaScript system to interact with
a database, or directly interact with MongoDB.Q: Incorrect date_from_sql query with BigQuery Standard SQL My table is created with a timestamp field that

the following standard SQL query (in BigQuery) returns a SYNTAX error: SELECT * FROM ( SELECT user_id,
CONCAT(YEAR(date_created),'/',MONTH(date_created),'/',DAY(date_created)) as date_created, SEC_TO_TIME(sum(time_spent)) as total_time_spent FROM

`my_table` GROUP BY user_id ) GROUP BY user_id I noticed the error for the user_id that date_created corresponds to for the date_created field. I have tried
the solution proposed in the docs: Date and time functions on TIMESTAMP and DATETIME However, I still have the problem.
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